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Nuclear
accident
spreads

Olscamp finalist
for another job

Second reactor
affected by
core meltdown

University President Paul
Olscamp is one of four finalists
for the chancellor's positon at
the University of Colorado in
Boulder, he told The BG News
yesterday.
However, the president said if
he was offered the job, which he
interviewed for last week, he
"probably wouldn't take it."
The University of Colorado is
a major research institution
which interested him in interviewing there in the first place,
he said.
But the president termed his

by Patricia Rltter
staff reporter

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
disastrous accident at a Soviet
nuclear power plant, three days
in the making, has spread to a
second nuclear reactor, Reagan
administration sources said yesterday.
These claims might be substantiated by photographs received from a U.S. satellite and
shown on Swedish television last
night.

position as a finalist as "no big
deal."
"People are offered presidencies all the time," he said.
Olscamp said he turned down
a president's position at another
university earlier this year, but
he declined to say where.
Olscamp, who came to the
University in 1982 from Western
Washington University at Bellingham, said he did not apply
for the job at the University of
Colorado, but was nominated for
the position by an executivehunting firm.
More than 100 candidates originally were considered for the
position, he said.

U.S. reactors
lack safety domes

Administration sources, offering the most detailed assessment to date of the accident at
the Chernobyl complex, said
U.S. intelligence agencies are
convinced a second of the four
reactors at the site either has
already experienced, or is experiencing, a meltdown of its core.
A meltdown definitely occurred within the first reactor,
said officials who spoke to reporters under strict conf identia-

Officials to start investigations

These sources said a fire at
that first reactor still was burning out of control yesterday,
spewing smoke, vapors and radiation into the atmosphere.
The officials flatly refused to
discuss how U.S. intelligence
agencies had pieced together a
chronology of the Chernobyl disaster.
The satellite photographs had
poor resolution and detail was
difficult to see through a plume
of smoke. Thermal data collected by the satellites and superimposed on the image
Indicated two hot spots.
"The picture shows a large
billowing cloud of smoke. The
satellite, however, also has a
thermal sensor and, looking at
this thermic tape, you also distinguish two sources of intense
heat," said Lars BJerksio of the
Satelltbild agency, which supplied the pictures.
D See Reactor, page 4.

BG News/Brad Phalin

One last April shower

Students, who were probably basking in the sun Monday, were sheltering themselves from rain
yesterday. Umbrellas sprouted all across campus during one of April's unpredictable spring showers.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Five
large U.S. reactors used to produce nuclear weapons lack thick
containment domes to trap escaping radiation if other safety
systems fail in an accident, and
one of them has been deteriorating for years, officials said yesterday.
The absence of such a protective steel and concrete shell
around the Chernobyl reactor
believed to have melted down in
the Soviet Union is blamed by
U.S. officials for the release of
massive amounts of radiation in
the worst nuclear power accident in history.
In response to a suit from
environmental groups, U.S. officials considered building a containment dome around one of
four weapons reactors near Aiken, S.C., two years ago but
concluded that - with a $850 million price tag - it was unnecessary to do so.
The concrete and steel domes
used at U.S. commercial plants
are four feet thick.
In addition, according to Energy Department documents,
officials nave been concerned
for years about the warping
graphite core and embrittled

and bowing process tubes in the
N weapons reactor at Hanford,
Wash. - the U.S. plant closest in
design to the Soviet reactor
where the accident occurred.
Like the Chernobyl plant, the
N reactor is cooled with water
and uses graphite to control the
fission reaction inside but has no
containment dome. Energy Deparment officials maintain that
differences between the Washington and Soviet plants - the
type fuel used, structural design
and and operating conditions are sufficient to make any comparison unwarranted.
"No. 1, its function is defense,
not commercial power generation as the Soviet reactor is,"
Energy Secretary John Herringgton said of the Hanford plant.
"That's a big difference, both
in its functions and operation."
Nonetheless, James Vaughan,
acting assistant energy secretary for nuclear programs, told
a congressional hearing Tuesday that the Chernobyl accident
"could have some bearing" on
the future of the Hanford reactor
and three senators called yesterday for a thorough congressional review of the plant.

Profs work on alternative to insulin shots
by Ron Coulter
staff reporter

A University chemistry professor is
involved in a project that may be good
news for diabetics who take insulin
shots.
Douglas Neckers, chairman of the
chemistry department, has helped develop a polymer substance that could
be used to allow oral administration of
substances such as insulin.

Insulin, a hormone needed by diabetics, is normally ineffective when taken
orally because it is broken down by the
digestive enzymes in the small intestine.

NECKERS SAID the polymer, or
Elastic, coating has been tested on
iboratory rats and in petri dishes with
chemicals simulating the body's digestive system.

However, Neckers and his associates
believe they are "within sight" of an
alternative: a polymer coating which
would allow a pill to pass undissolved
through the small intestine into the
largi intestine, where it could be ab-

Dr. Murray Saffran, professor of
biochemistry at the Medical College of
Ohio, said the FDA must determine the
coating is non-toxic before allowing the
substance to be tested on people.

Abortion appeal
denied by court
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court, in a victory
for pn>«hoice forces, yesterday refused to revive an Illinois law regulating abortions
on procedural reasons.
ByaM vote, the iustices
threw out an appeal by a
pediatrician who objects to
abortion on moral grounds.
The court said only the state
has legal standing to seek
reinstatement of invalidated
abortion regulations.

Diamond lacks legal standing
to "assert any constitutional
rights of the unborn fetus.
Only the state may invoke
regulatory measures to protect that interest and only the
state may invoke the power of
the courts when those regulatory measures are subject to
challenge.''
Blackmun also said that
legal standing is not conferred upon Diamond merely
because he says he has a
daughter of child-bearing

Pediatrician Eugene Diamond appealed a lower
court ruling that had struck
down provisions of the Illinois
abortion law.
Justice Harry Blackmun.
writing for the court, said

Blackmun wrote, "Diamond's failure to adduce
factual support renders him
incapable of maintaining this
appeal in his capacity as a
parent"

Saffran and Neckers worked to-

gether to get the right biological and
chemical formula.
He said additional, more stringent
tests must be applied before the product can be approved for long term use.
"It may be years before it is on the
market," Saffran said.
Neckers said the product must be
researched further before it can be put
on the market.
"It's a matter of substantially improving development before it can

have commercial and medicinal impact," he said.
Nevertheless, Saffran said he is confident of the product's acceptability.
Neckers said the research on the
project started six years ago, when he
adapted the idea from a proposal for a
non-digestible dye for soft drinks.
Saffran said his and Neckers' backrounds made a good combination for
the research. Saffran is a bio-chemist,
while Neckers is a polymer chemist.

Newly elected GSS president sets goals
by Dave Harding
chief copy editor

In her new role as Graduate
Student Senate president, Sheila
Harrington plans to increase the
influence and awareness of GSS
on campus.
Harrington, a graduate assistant in American Studies, will
take over the reins of GSS today
after being elected president at
last Friday's senate meeting.
She said she hopes GSS can
take a more active role in the
decision-making process of the
University.
"We need to work with the
administration on issues we feel
are Important," Harrington
said. "There are grad students
who sit on Faculty Senate and
Board of Trustees meetings, so
we plan to keep our Interests in
front of the administration."

Harrington said the taxing of
fee waivers, and low graduate
student pay
increases are two
ay in
6rob"
iroblems GSS plans to help the
niversity
administration solve.
"We have
to get the tax
situation
straightened
out,'r Harrington said.
•^We've
heard news z.
, ._
that our sti- n»rnngton
pend increase won't be 3.3 percent but 4.8 percent. However,
we've also heard news that we
will be signed up for mandatory
health insurance which could
wipe out the increase."
HARRINGTON ALSO said she
wants GSS to look at the contract graduate students sign
with the University to address

the credit hour requirements
and the rights and responsibilites of graduate students, she
said.
"The rights and responsibilities (clause in grad student contracts) should go both ways,
instead of all the responsibilities
being ours." she said.
She said GSS also plans to
increase communication between graduate students and the
administration.
"We were pretty much left in
the dark on the fee waivers issue
and it went right down to the
wire before we asked for, and
got, the information we
needed," Harrington said. "The
communication was not withheld from us, we just had to
request It"
She said increasing the awareness of the special needs of graduate students and maintaining a

high campus profile is another
goal of GSS.
Harrington will also concentrate on social programming
and help bring more speakers to
campus, she said.
"We will be working with
other departments and organizations to bring well-known people to campus and stimulate
discussion," Harrington said.
In addition, Harrington said
GSS will plan an activity, such
as a barbecue, this summer
between graduate student orientation and the beginning of the
semester.
"This would be the time of
year that graduate students are
not busy, Harrington said.
She said that at this time next
year she hopes "grad stu
can say'hey we really7 did i
thing this year."^

Editorial
Nuclear questions

Living through an all-nighter
by Valerie Lonoro

The nuclear disaster at the Soviets' Chernobyl
nuclear power plant has raised serious questions about the safety of the nuclear power reactors
in the United States.
The House Interior Committee has proposed
strengthening the nation's laws that compensate
U.S. victims of nuclear power accidents.
The legislation which currently provides for
victims of such accident, the Price-Anderson Act,
allows for a pool of $635 million for victims.
Last week, before the Soviet accident, the Committee voted to raise the limit to around $8 billion.
The effort to compensate people who are injured
or forced to relocate due to a nuclear accident is
commendable, but what steps have been taken to
reduce the risk of an accident similar to Chernobyl
taking place in the United States?
All civilian nuclear reactors licensed in the
United States are installed in concrete and steel
containment domes, as required by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
However, five American military reactors used
to produce nuclear weapons are not covered by the
NRC guidelines - nor are they covered by domes.
Soviet reactors also lack such structures; this is
blamed for the release of radioactive materials into
the environment after the Chernobyl accident.
The safety requirements set up by the NRC
should be applied to all reactors in the U.S.
Those opposed to including the weapons production reactors under NRC standards say that the
materials used in these plants burn at a lower
temperature than civilian power plants.
A spokesman for the Environmental Policy Institute, which for six years has been calling for domes
on all nuclear reactors, says the government refuses to comply with the NRC regulations. The EPI
claims the government refuses because of political
expediency and ease of manufacturing nuclear
weapons, rather than any technical reason.
Expediency in producing nuclear weapons is a
small compensation, not to mention a poor reason,
for endangering human lives.

The bags under the eves, the
hair tucked barely In a hat and
the sweat suit all contribute to
the morning-after look of a student who has survived an all'ith final exams just around
the comer and the work load
piling up, I find myself fearing a
dreadful evening of physical and
mental torment. It is a night
which has evolved from neglect
of my books, so four weeks of
information will need to be covered - in one night.
If you have ever pulled an allnighter, you fit into the category
of a procrastinator, because if
you were prepared initially, the
marathon study session would
not be necessary.
But for the student who finds
himself or herself In
stage of pressured
pulling an all-nighter seems
be the only solution.

studying should be avoided at all
times.
Once the chair has been chosen, it's time to make other
arrangements before you can
take a permanent seat for a
night of studying.
Although many students may
face the problem of paying high
electricity bills, every light in
the room should be turned on. A
dimly-lit atmosphere will definitely make those eyelids
heavier, so be sure to have those
100-watt bulbs plugged in at full
power.
If you are a person who knows
that staying awake is the most
difficult task of pulling an allnighter, you should invest in a
LOUD alarm clock. The clock
should be placed across the
room and the alarm set for every hour. This will definetly
wake up someone who has fallen
asleep with their nose in the

crease of their textbook.
I have, in the past, been able
to stay awake by taking fresh air
breaks, (especially if It's below
freezing), and when you open
the window, a rush of cold air
greets your face as a reminder
to "STAY AWAKE AND
STUDY."
Eating popcorn will keep the
hands busy, keep your mind on
the books and also induce thirst
It's important to keep a popcorn
pan nearby and filled to the brim
with fresh, salty popcorn.
Your thirst can be satisfied
quickly with a tall, cold glass of
cola filled with plenty of caffeine.
As the clock reaches the a.m.
hours and the roommates drop
off to sleeper land one by one,
you realize that your blankets
will not be warmed until the
following night.
As the DUB of the alarm clock

Although I always allow time
for partying on the weekend, on
Sunday night I always face the
reality of facing two tests on the
next day. And certain preparations should be taken if a student
is to survive a night of studying
and two passing grades.
I have found (through uninvited experience) special
guidelines to follow to successfully accomplish an all-nighter.
The first step to be completed
by the determined student is to
look around the room for an
uncomfortable chair. A student
who plans to pull an all-nighter
must not be sitting in anything
but a hard-backed wooden chair.
The discomfort of the chair
usually keeps one alert and
eager to study. Studying in a
beanbag chair or while laying on
a bed is not recommended and
comfortable cushions while

makes its final blow and the
student has read the last paragraph, the time has come to
face a brand new day without
any sleep. The sun is rising and
by now the coffee should be
perking, to keep that steady flow
of caffeine going into the system.
The all-nighter has been accomplished. There is no need to
shower because even a two-hour
makeover wouldn't help the face
of an all-fiighter victim. The best
thing to dots throw on the hat (to
cover the razzled hair), jump
into the sweat suit and venture
off to take those exams. I know
I'm looking forward to it.
Lonero, a Junior magazine
journalism major from Brunswick and a staff reporter for The
News, stayed up all night writing this.
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Letters
8L8 system needs change
An article which appeared in the April 22 BG
News dealt with the resignation of the Student
Legal Services attorney, Sandra Scott. This letter
is prompted by a situation in which I found myself
in a dispute with an assistant hall director in
Offenhauer over hiring practices.
I turned to SLS for legal advice in this situation,
but what I actually received was very close to
nothing. The reason I was given is that SLS cannot
advise a student in a grievance against the University or its employees. Not only is this an
extremely poor reason, but it makes no sense.
The SLS is entirely supported by student participation. I'm sure most or the students are aware of
the voluntary $2 they can pay per semester to
receive counsel from SLS. This being the fact, why
aren't eligible students entitled to receive the full
spectrum of legal advice from SLS? This is fully
warranted because of the student support of the
program. If it weren't for interested students
there would be no group at all.
Concerning Scott s resignation and the eventual
replacement with a new attorney, it is my opinion
that before considering replacing Scott, the University Board of Trustees should take time to
rethink the whole purpose of the SLS program. As
long as students are paying $2 a semester and
receiving absolutely no help in the event of a
dispute with the University, other students, or
public officials in Bowling Green, they are essentially receiving no return on their investment.
This is not an equitable system and SLS is therefore unjustified in the purpose it presently serves.
Until the students are offered the right to full
legal counsel regardless of who or what is involved, the system is unfair and is in serious need
of restructuring-1 was told by SLS that the reason
they cannot advise students in the aforementioned
areas is because they "might get sued." This
leads me to believe that the only interest SLS is
interested in protecting is their own. When people
pay for services, these services should be rendered regardless of the effect the actions may
have on the renderer.
The students are. in effect, the employers of
SLS. This is seen factually because, as I mentioned earlier, the program is completely sup-

ported by student input. As one of the many
Investors in this program I am completely dissatisfied with the present way the system works and I
am in support of changes in this system so that it
wiD work more completely for the students rather
than against them.
James B. Vanxant
315 Offenhauer West

Housing list inadequate
As a member of the Graduate Student Senate, in
my current position of secretary, and as president-elect of GSS, I feel compelled to comment on
the article on the front page of the April 25 issue of
The BG News ("GSS criticizes list of local housing"). The fundamental problem with the list of
"graduate bousing" issued by the Off-Campus
Housing Office is that the criteria used to compile
the list are grossly inadequate.
If a list of graduate housing is perceived as
being a necessity, the implication is that a qualitative distinction between graduate and undergraudate housing can be made. However, the criteria
cited in the article by the director of off-campus
housing "was (sic) that landlords sign an
agreement with the off-campus housing office
promising not to discriminate and to attend the
University Housing Fair." In other words, landlords could list their properties as being appropriate for graduate students if they complied with the
Federal Fair Housing Act, which prohibits discrimination; and if they agreed to participate in
an activity which serves their interests by providing direct advertising to the captive student body.
Frankly, these "criteria" are laughable, and
the whole situation once more illustrates the lack
of willingness on the part of University administrators to stand up to the local landlords where
student concerns are the issue. One wonders
exactly where the allegiances and priorities of the
University lie. Further, if the off-campus housing
office is not able to fulfill an evaluative function,
but serves instead as a rubber stamp to condone
the wishes of the landlords, I question the value of
the office. Such a function can be served as well by
the want-ads in the local papers, and at least then
landlords would be paying for the advertisements.
The "graduate housing'' list, as published, does
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U.S. practices terrorism
In response to Kurt Harden's opinion column of
April 25, I feel it is necessary to comment on
several points.
First, President Reagan's actions should in no
way be considered "like-minded" to the ideas of
Grover Cleveland in that Reagan's actions were
not a show of strength, but rather acts of terrorIsm. In addition Khadafy should not be the only
man accused of actions designed "to undermine,
terrorize and threaten countries." One needs only
tolook to the President's support for the Nicaraguan contras (a deliberate attempt to undermine
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the Ortega government), our invasion of Grenada
(blatant terrorism), and the attack on Libya itself
(threats turned into terrorism), to observe Reagan's brand of terrorism.
Harden fails to recognize that in as much as
Americans would like to believe that everyone in
the world would enjoy our lifestyle, values, and
beliefs, the opposite is quite obviously true. Why
should any nation with a freely elected government accept U.S. involvement in their internal
and regional affairs? True, most Middle Eastern
nations would like to rid themselves of Western
influence. I wonder how many Americans would,
enjoy being dominated by some culture other than
their own.
As for Israel, would the Israeli lobby in
United States allow our government to let _
Israeli state to be abolished? Once again, it Is
quite clear that the administration's policy is one.
of threats and terrorism, for the Israeli border hat
expanded, not contracted, since the creation of
Israel as a nation. This could not have been
achieved without significant U.S. military and
financial aid, and is the root of Arab retaliation
(namely terrorism).
This brings me to Khadafy and the "source" of
terrorism. Since the true source of terrorism is
U.S. foreign policy, the solution is not to bomb the.
Innocent women and children of Tripoli in a
heinous act of terrorism by the President and the
U.S. Navy- Nor can the solution be found in the
type of economic terrorism Harden suggests.
Rather the solution can be found through cooperation and an attempt to understand cultural;
differences. By this I mean a genuine U.S. attempt
at helping to solve the Arab-Israeli conflict, rather
than supporting Israeli acts of terrorism (such as>
the invasion of Lebanon) as well as indulging in-;
terrorist acts ourselves.
David Wolds:
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not differ substantially from the comprehensive
list issued by the off-campus housing office, and it
is therefore not only without value, but it is also
misleading to incoming graduate students.
If the office would like to sit down with GSS and
discuss practical and meaningful criteria for
graduate housing, I would be happy to undertake
such a joint venture. As it stands, I will urge GSS
to insist that the off-campus housing office attach
a disclaimer to the list, explaining that the list
does not have the endorsement of GSS.
If the University is not willing to make qualitative judgments when dealing with landlords, it is
the responsibility of student groups to speak out in
the interest of all students. I would like to extend
an invitation to USG president-elect Kelly McCoy,
and to other interested students, to work together
on the housing problems students face in Bowling
Green. It is time for us all to demand that
students' rights are protected when they live offcampus. Bowling Green landlords are fortunate to
be in a lessor's market, but as long as their profits
come out of our pockets we have the right to
protect our interests, with or without University
assistance.
Sheila Harrington
President-elect, GSS
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The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, douUespaced and signed. Your
address (or OCMB number)
and telephone phone number
must be included.
The Mews reserves the
right to reject submissions
that are in bad taste, malicious or libelous, All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
TheBGNewi
214 West Hall

STU

by Walt Emerine

Local
Groups to study phone problems
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by Julie Faublc
staff reporter

to identify and resolve problems with
the system, Mason said.

The AT4T tdecommunications system has had its share of problems, but
administrators are hopeful that all
bugs will be worked out soon.

Committees have been assigned to
examine ways of marketing the system, to look at its budgeting and financing, to evaluate the computer
hardware and software of the system
and to respond to complaints.

PROBLEMS WITH the system, such
as double billing (where a department
is charged twice for one phone call)
prompted Olscamp's actions, Mason
said.

University administrators, faculty
and staff who are experts in the problem areas make up the committees, he
said.

"Our goal is to cater the system's
services to the students and academic
and staff departments," he said. "The
purpose.. .is to develop the best sys-

"When the students return next fall,
""' will have one of the best telephone
in the country," said Phil
, executive assistant to University President Paul Olscamp.
Olscamp has appointed committees

In addition, the staff of the telecommunications office are involved, responding to any future problems.

tem available in the country."
So far, the committees are making
progress, Mason said
"We have not seen any problem that
cant be resolved," he said
For example, he said, the bug in the
software responsible for the double
billing has been removed.
Mason said he expects departments
to receive credits for the double billing
by the end of May.
The source of some billing problems

CIAO offers a great escape
by Greg Connel
reporter

If you're desperately searching for a way to escape and even
though relaxation may seem
like a dream, there are still
areas on earth where a person
can get away from everyday
living.
"There are places in this
world we take tor granted or
forget, places where time seems
to stop and you can feel like
you're the only person in the
world," said Scott Singer, University Activities Organization
recreation director.
Singer, sophomore recreation
major, is responsible for overseeing UAO-organized backpacking, camping, and
Whitewater rafting trips.
In the past, UAO has made
weekend backpacking trips to
the Allegheny National forest in
Pennsylvania, Old Man's Cave
State Park and Tar Hollow State
Park in Ohio, and Mammoth
Cave National Park in Kentucky.
"The biggest trip of the year is
the week-long annual spring
break trip to the Appalachian
Trail," Singer said.
For the weekend trips, students pay about $15 for transportation and can borrow free

Camping, backpacking trips
alternative to everyday living
should start with a weekend trip
to learn how to backpack before
heading out for longer trips.
"The difference between camping and backpacking is that
campers set up a campaight and
stay there for all or most the
trip. But backpackers carry evSINGER SAID he hopes to erything they need on their
increase this number slightly backs, as they spend the day
next year.
moving to campsights further
"We only have enough equip- along the trail," Singer said.
ment currently to outfit about 12
"This creates problems for
Kople, and though we hope to the novice who usually ends up
y more equipment next year, bringing a lot of things they
we don't want to take too many don't really need, but that do
more people on the trips because add weight to the pack," he said.
bigger crowds tend to break the
The first-time packer should
serenity of the trail." he said.
also read some of the instructioUAO also rents backpacking nal books at Jerome Library
equipment at weekly or week- before their first trip, he said.
end rates to students who plan
"There are at least a half
trips of their own, Singer said. dozen excellent books there that
Students can rent equipment for can lend advice on meal plana $5 deposit in addition to rental ning, selecting what to take on
fees which range from $1 for a the trip and hiking safety,"
flashlight to $4 for a backpack. Singer said.
Weekly rates are slightly
SINGER SAID safety is a prihigher, he said.
Singer said novice packers mary concern and he recombackpacking equipment from
UAO. The students must supply
their own food, which Singer
said costs on average about $10
to $15 per person.
UAO usually takes eight to
twenty people per trip, he said.
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Summer Leases for 1986
Are Now Available!
Resident Mngr.

Ml Third St., Apt. 4, B.C.

For sunny spring days wear
coordinates in blue/white stripes
or solids with matching sweaters
& skirts. Sizes 5 to 13

25% OFF
DL Pou.de, Puff
525 Ridge

"Groups who have covered
a long time (ever since the
1960s and 1970s) go over
well," said Larry Weiss, assistant vice president and director of Alumni
Affairs.'The Fifth Dimension

was one of our initial
choices."
THE GROUP, which has
had 14 gold records, including
the album Aquarius, prides
itself on doing a variety of pop
and Broadway music, he
said. The Fifth Dimension
was also the first musical
group to go on the road to
perform a Broadway musical
In its entirety, with "Ain't
Misbehavin'.
All seats for their performance are reserved, with
ticket at $11, $9, $8 and $5.
Students are encouraged to
order their tickets now at the
Alumni Center and can pick
up an order form there or can
call to have their order form
mailed to them, Weiss said.

'wm CALL
HOPPERS

352-0077

r——%w *——^

1

Urge 11tem Pizza
2 Cans of Pepsi

i
i
i

$6.50
352-3551

Expires 5-10-86

352-3551 /

ONE DAY SOFTWARE MARATHON

Coordinotes by

"that's me"

To avoid this problem, the disconnect
button can be used on the black phones,
while users of other phones should be
certain to hold the button down long
enough, he said.

Whether University students are faithful followers or
have parents nostalgic about
pop music from the 1960s and
1970s, another "dimension"
in entertainment will be appearing in the Uth annual
Parents' Day Show scheduled
next fall.
The Fifth Dimension,
whose first big bit was "Up,
Up and Away-Mn 1967, will be
performing Nov. 8 at 8 p.m. in
Anderson Arena.

I%

352-4380

With the AT&T phones the receiver
switch must be held down for three
seconds to disconnect a call. If it is not,
the computer does not know the call is
done, be said.

'Up, up and away'
for Parents' Day

mends all backpackers carry
either a prepackaged first aid
kit, or make one of their own by
consulting a first aid manual.
Meal planning is a matter of
coming up with nutritious and
filling meals while keeping the
weight of the uncooked food low,
and avoiding foods that could
spoil on the trip, he said.
Singer said pasta, rice and
instant foods are the best foods
to take for meals on the trail.
Other important considerations
are clothing and sleeping gear,
Singer said.
"Many people underestimate
how cold the nights can get,
especially in the spring and fall.
Even when the days are warm,
the nights can get pretty cold, so
it is a good idea to take some
heavier clothes to sleep in," he
said.
The key to proper dressing,
Singer said, is ^'layering." This
includes wearing layers of clothing that can be added to or
removed as temperature dictates.
"Start with shorts and a tshirt, then add long pants and a
long sleeve shirt or sweatshirt,
and be sure to bring a windproot
and rainproof Jacket. Just because it is sunny on Friday
doesn't mean it won't rain on
Saturday," he said.

-CHARLESTOWN-

J.T.'S PIZZA
CARR Y OUT

has also been with disconnecting the
phones after a call, Mason said.

«

Copy All You Want-LEGALLY
Thousands of valuable software programs
for the IBM-PC, XT, or AT
* More than 4,000 titles.
• Computer available to make back-up copies of any
copy-protected discs.
• Software available for: Home, Business and
Finance, Games and many other programs.

THE INDEX 18 OVER 200 PAGES LONG.
Bring your own blank discs or buy them at 99* (for
10 or more) on Saturday only.

WHEN??
Saturday, May 3, 1986

8:00 a.m. till 4:00 p.m.

NOGGSKA INDUSTRIES
741 N. County Line St. Fostoria, Ohio 448301004 Phone:435-0404
COMPUTER RENTAL TIME: $12.50/hour

mmmmmmmm
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

Has been
UniversJ

itributed by
toward

The Campus Cl

paign

irtj

75th Anniversary Fund

835 High St. — Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00-4:30

Phone 352-9378

Monday — Friday

Reduced Summer Rates
2-bdrm apt. as low as tl75/mo.

Features
HAVEN HOUSE
2 bedroom — carpeted 8 furnished
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST.
Gat heat — gat cooking
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST.
(landlord pays gas)
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN
Laundry areas in each building
6th & 7th
Residents pay only electric
707 SIXTH ST.
Lots of closet space
IV4 bath
818 SEVENTH ST.
Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has

Bowling Green State University thanks its faculty and staff
members for their generous support of many worthwhile
programs, departments, projects and scholarships.
It is because of the special efforts of many University employees that the entire University community continues to strive
and maintain the BGSU "environment for excellence".

been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool

• Sun Lamps

• Show* Mossoge

• Indoor Heated Pool

• Metos Sauna

• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished
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25% of freshmen quit

Theta Chi to relocate house,
new neighbors oppose move

BGSCJ dropout rate lower than average
by Steve Barber
reporter

At the beginning of fall semester this year, 3,280 freshman
arrived at the University to begin their college careers.
The majority of these students
developed a new sense of independence and freedom along
with new responsibilities.
But for others, the opportunity
to return next fall will not become a reality.
They will drop out for a variety of reasons, said James Litwi'n, director of institutional
studies at the University.
"Freshmen will leave because
many really don't know what

they want out of college. They
also find that college costs more
than they originally thought and
they can't continue," he said.
Utwin said he has found
through studies that the number
of students returning for their
sophomore year at the University is higher than the average
returning rate across the country.
"An average of 25 percent of
freshman do not return for sophomore year at (the University).
The national average is between
30 to 35 percent," he said.
WHILE LTTWIN said he believes the financial burden of
attending college is often too
much for students, there are

several alternatives for funding.
"What is puzzling is that there
is financial aid ana student employment out there. Some students who leave simply don't
have the desire to go out and get
help," he said.
Litwin said more women than
men tend to drop out after their
freshman year. But this may be
because toe University enrolls
more women than men, he said.
"Women will leave many
times because they have not
made a close knit group of
friends. They usually will not
give academic reasons for leaving because they are more prepared for college than men are,"
Litwin said.

the parties would not be welcome."
Beck said four area residents circulated a petition
opposing the fraternity complex. Out of 77 requests made
to neighbors, 75 signatures
were obtained, he said.

by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

A University fraternity
plans to relocate its house
despite opposition from city
residents, said Theta Chi Fraternity President Tim Noonan.
Noonan, a Junior construction technology major, said
his fraternity will go ahead
with building plans for a site
at 338 N. Main. Two houses
occupy the site, and will be
torn down soon after student
tenants leave at the end of
this semester.
"Construction should begin
within a month," Noonan
said.
Damon Beck, a resident of
North Prospect, said the fraternity would not fit in with
the rest of the neighborhood.
"Student's lifestyles aren't
conducive to the rest of the
neighborhood," Beck said.
"The late hours, the music,

BECK SAID the petition
was sent to Nick Mileti, an
alumni of the Theta Chi fraternity and one of the individuals behind the project. Mileti
is also a University trustee.
Mileti has not responded,
although the petition and an
accompanying letter were
sent a month ago, he said.
Mileti could not be reached
for comment.
Noonan said the building to
be erected on North Main will
rid the area of two dilapidated houses and replace
them with an attractive 14unit apartment building.
"Nobody really knows
what's going up there," he

said. "It will enhance the
Noonan said Theta Chi intends to contribute to the
neighborhood. Once the fraternity moves in, an open
house will be held to acquaint
neighbors and fraternity
members, he said.
Bowling Green developer
Robert Maurer is the builder
in the proposed project, Noonan said. Maurer will hold a
five-year lease with Theta Chi
to start, and rent will be paid
to Maurer on a monthly basis,
be said.
Funding for the project will
be worked o t by a tenantlandlord agreement, Noonan
said.
Noonan said the cost of the
building will run between
$700,00041 million.
Bui Herald, Fourth Ward
city councilman, where North
Main is located, said the issue
is not one for City Council.

Reactor

□ Continued from page 1.
"WE CANNOT, however, say
whether they stem from meltdowns," Bjerksjo said. "All we
can say now is that it's two
separate very hot spots. One is
slightly less hot than the other,
possibly because it's covered by
the cloud of smoke."
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frflNOUNCINGrTT
1986
SENIORS
of
Alpha Delta Pi
Gayle Blickle
Debbie Colucci
Kay Fritzsche
Rhonda Gilpin
Mary Haucke
Melinda Henderson
Pam Hosmer
Heidi Nunemaker
Lisa Sarnecki

Thanks for all your love and support
L & L, your Alpha Delt sisters.
The bonds of sisterhood continue

£^

Purchase any 12" or 16"
Superb cheese pizza only..

a

$yi99

4

Additional Items $l00
^^7-^

The admistration stressed,
however, they had no independent assessment of how much
radiation had been released into
the air - only that such radioactive fallout was continuing.
Publicly, Lee Thomas, the
head of the Environmental Protection Agency, told reporters:
"We don't have any information
that indicates that there is a
problem with a second reactor
at this faculty."
But that was contradicted by
the administration officials
speaking privately.
Officials refused to detail how
the U.S. intelligence agencies
had reached their conclusions
that a second reactor at the site
was experiencing problems.

Bowling Green 352-1539

One official noted there were
four nuclear reactors at the
complex and that the four were

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

129S3 KRAMER RD.
— BG. —

521 E. Marry (naar the Towers)
2 BR—Furnished
707 A 711 Third St.
1 BR—Unfurnished
Furnished
713 A 719 Third St.
1 BR—Furnished
723 & 727 Third St.
1 BR—Furnished
Unfurnished
831 Savanth St.
2 BR—Furnished
840-830 Sizth St.
2 BR—Furnished
2 Baths

449 S. Entarprlsa
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished
433 S. Entarprlsa
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished

V.deO

WeCorry
Both Beta
and VHS
Tapes

Every 1 0th Movie Free !

Nowat Barney's

352-7031

Same Day

99*

Overnight

M.99

(Mwti be "> before 5pm)

i;

Video Recorders .. *5.99

<t*f-—

"•SPECIALS***
Sun. overnight
••"
Tues. overnight . . 2 tor 1
Thurs toMon. . . $3.49
Sot. toMon
$2.9$

Membership Required—$10 for one year
I 093 N Mam S! . BG
3541401
Mon.-Sat. 10-8
Sun. 114

WP ^r '1 I
1

Ik ^ ^ 1

With .•niol at
TWO MOVIIi'

Wednesday! All VC8 rentals $2,991

RENTAL RATES

Next to Barney's Convenient Mart

Beer and Wine at state Minimum Prices
JlllllllOPW 6:30 rn.rn.-1 a.m. every day 1ITTTT

Valentine A

GRADUATION SPECIALS
FRIDAY
All you can eat

PERCH

$3.29

SATURDAY
All you can eat

CHICKEN
$3.29
SHRIMP $5.99

Stop in on your way to the
stadium and enjoy one of our
breakfast specials!
2 Mostly ffrr)i efjt, •sets, Ttssttw* "fit* tMttji Una,
rMMftiM. rnrl8ija>.CtfrMKtM$2.89

John Newlove Real Estate
For more details, call
354-2260 or 352-6553

RELEASES

"'-

Forest Apt*.—S. College and Napoleon
2 BR—Furnished

The sources also said it was
now clear to American analysts
that the Soviets knew they had a
major disaster in the making
last Friday and may even have
begun evacuations on that day,
yet failed to warn nearby countries.

Barnev's
»uiney a

"JJofO WINNERS

rf.fK.

HE REFUSED to elaborate on
those "other indications."

CHICK
OUT
OUR MANY

aaae

BO'S LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

[MasterCard

Apartments Available for
Summer and Fall

The official stressed that the
United States had not been able
to positively verify a second
meltdown as yet but maintained there were "other indications." beyon just the close
Eroximity of the two reactor
uildings, to suggest the second
reactor was in serious trouble.

;

CONGRATULATIONS-^

° vHdiv ■ snao vH<nv « snao. vH<nv • sri3o vHdiv •

"twinned" in pairs in terms of
their operation and link-up to
large generator halls.

COVER TO COVER
COAST TO COAST.
If you've written a manuscript, or are
thinking of creating one. Kinko's can help.
Kinko's nationwide network of electronic
print-shops offers self-serve typewriters and
graphics facilities to assist you in the
preparation of camera-ready text.
Kinko's can produce your manuscript from
cover to cover, coast to coast.

kinko's
A rMtionwMt Mtwort of BtctroMc mntsrwp*

325 E. Woosler 8L
(Across from Taco Bell)

354-3977
I
Hums f)

J
O
•
w
1
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Surplus 'sold' to the highest bidder
by Julie Faubk
staff reporter

"Sold!" About 300 people,
young and old, listened to the
auctioneer's famous word yesterday at the University surplus
auction.
Some were bidding on the
rows anH rows of used equipment, while others were just
looking - almost all seemed to
be having fun.
Items ranging from medical
office equipment to cars to used
lounge furniture and televisions
were auctioned off. Someone
even walked off with a garbage
truck which sold for $1,5)0.
Bowling Green resident Earl
Shaffer offered one hypothesis
on why people buy some odd
items.
"They make things for a particular use, but someone else
can see another use for it and
can buy it here," he said.
One example is a student who
purchased an old operating table for $6.
HE SAID he plans to use it to
support a camera arm because

BG News/Joe Phelan

It really works
University employees Eric Johnson, left, and Mike Malone start

equipment to be auctioned off during Inventory Control's auction
of surplus University property in Lot 4 yesterday.

lExp. 5/10/86

Howard's club H
210 n. main
presents:

In Concert

Haircut

Reg. $10 1

$6

I Hours
| closed on Mondays
| T, W, TH, - 9:30 ■ 6:30
■ Fri. - 9:30 - 7:00
1
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

i!

. Featuring: The Beatles, The Who, Tom Petty, Lou
: Reed, Rolling Stones, The Cars. U2. Phil Collins
and Many More!

* NO COVER •

Untt«dWay
d Gftaw bWo

A Designated Driver Participant

Call the
Deli

I

352-4683

CSC

Classified Staff Council

I

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY
IKEEP'COOL FOR THE SUMMER*

The University holds these
auctions once or twice a year,
and before the auction, departments have the option of looking
over the inventory and taking
what they like free of charge,
Fether said.

#

NEW LOCATION! 118 S. Enterprise
2 houses south of Taco Bell expires 5-10-861
Leah Suzle
352-2566

Lois

The auction is a type of investment return program, Fether
said, because the money from
the auction, which is held by
Inventory Management, goes
back into the University.
"It's a heck of a lot better than
throwing it away," he said.

Do.,
not
Include
shampoo

"Where quality comes first"

A retrospective performance of rock-n-roll
Standards from the 50's to the 80's

Fred Fether, director of
material management, said a
professional auctioneer is hired
because he is more experienced
at selling and can get more
money for the University.
The inventory to be sold is
University equipment that is
worn out or obsolete, he said.

Need to order a
graduation cake?

THE HAIR REPAIR
Tonight, Friday, Saturday

it is heavy enough to roll without
tipping, and if that doesn't work
he'll mount his drill press on it.
Professional auctioneer N.
Keith Bradley ran the bidding
with a cowboy hat and a line of
fast talk.

1096 N. Main, B.G.

Vote for the
Candidates
of your choice
on May 8th

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AREA CANDIDATES:
Nancy Myers
Waltraud Vogel
Mary Shurts
Joyce Hyslop
Annette Ecker
Patricia Wise
Annette Rideout
Mary Hennings
Marianne Kolbe
Judy Hagemann
Donna Beam
PLANNING & BUDGETING AREA CANDIDATES:
H. Chris Esparza
Dave Mears
PART-TIME EMPLOYEE AREA CANDIDATES:
Janet Wilhelm
Mary Tebbe

— Free Air Conditioning
— Two Pools
—• Ail utilities paid for
all new summer only
leases

PRESIDENTS OFFICE & INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
AREA CANDIDATES:
No Candidates running
STUDENT AFFAIRS AREA CANDIDATES:
Jodi Laubis
Clyde Milligan
Linda Eynon
FIRELANDS AREA CANDIDATES:
Kerry Taylor
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS AREA CANDIDATES:
Gloria Sponslor
Chris Sexton

*

Summer Rates
1 Bedroom
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths

^-^..v^-o;-

$200.00/month
$275.00/month
$300.00/month

Locations at Palmar Awe., Napoleon Rd.. S. Summit St.
• Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash Removal all included
• On site management
• Full-time maintenance
• Swimming pools at all locations

*N.w tor Pall ««/FREE STUDENT EXPRESS TOKENS
N
PROVIDED FOR TENANTS
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
9-6 Weekdays, Sat. 10-3
eves by appointment

OPERATIONS AREA CANDIDATES:
Larry Holland
-Management Support area:
Mary Holley
-Personnel Support area:
Charolette Starnes
-Public Safety area:
Margaret Houchins
-Auxiliary Support area:
Judy Lianos
Joel Burg
-Plant Operations & Maint. area:
Bonnie Lawrence
Lois Howe
James Beaupre
Shirley Baker
Jake Trevino
Dan Sturges
Bruce Rutter
Jack Rhoden
Dave Tracy
Carol Hummel
James Lein
(Note: Operations area employees will vote only in the sub-area in which they
are employed)
Voting area: Memorial Hall Lobby 7 a.m. till 6 p.m.
VALID UNIVERSITY ID REQUIRED

Elsewhere
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Philippines appeal for U.S. aid
U.S. requested to try harder to reclaim stolen billions
dent Suharto, and the foreign ministers of
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN).

BALI, Indonesia (AP) - Philippine Vice
President Salvador Laurel, on the eve of
talks with President Reagan, appealed to
the United States yesterday to work harder
to reclaim the billions of dollars that Ferdinand Marcos is alleged to have stolen.
"The country is broke. Marcos took all the
money with him," Laurel told reporters
gathered here for Reagan's talks with officials of several Southeast Asian nations.
Laurel said he wants Reagan to remove
any "cobwebs of doubt" over whether the
United States supports the present Philippine government headed by Corazon
Aquino and himself.

It will mark the first meeting between
Reagan and a representative of the new
Philippine government since Aquino took
power on Feb. 25 when Marcos, his wife
Imelda and his relatives and associates fled
the country on U.S. military aircraft. The
Marcoses are living in Honolulu, and during
a stopover on his 13-day trip last weekend,
Reagan and his wife Nancy telephoned the
Marcoses.
LAUREL ALSO said that Secretary of
State George Shultz told him yesterday
that Reagan, in his call to Marcos, had
urged the ousted Philippine leader against

The meeting is among several Reagan has
scheduled today with leaders of Southeast
Asian nations, including Indonesia's Presi-

trying to make a political comeback.
When he left the Philippines, Marcos took
money and some assets with him, although
the Philippine commission has not estimated the value of that. The panel, however,
has said it estimates that the Marcoses hold
between $5 billion and $10 billion in cash,
gold and works of arts belonging to the
Philippines.
Laurel said: "We really would appreciate
more help from the United States government to help get some of that money back."
He called for assistance in locating the
money and in helping to allow the Philippines to get it back through the U.S.
courts.
Shultz met with each of the ASEAN foreign ministers in advance of Reagan's talks.

Ohio EPA steps up radiation testing
(AP) - The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency yesterday
stepped up its radiation monitoring program in the wake of the
Soviet nuclear accident, but
state Disaster Services Agency
officials said they expected little
or no increase in radiation levels
here.
"At this time, we have no
reason to believe that we are
fioing to see excessive radiation
evels," said Col. James Williams, chief of staff for the Ohio
Disaster Services Agency.
At a news conference in Worthington, Williams said radiation levels were being recorded
routinely at monitoring sites
around Ohio's two nuclear
plants and at a handful of monitoring stations elsewhere, but

that nothing unusual was reported.
Three monitors - in Toledo,
Columbus and Painesville - collect data for the Ohio EPA,
which yesterday began daily
reporting of radiation levels
from those locations, spokesman Allan Franks said.
The EPA said the Columbus
monitor, the only one for which
results were immediately available, registered 0.66 picocurie
per cubic meter yesterday
morning. Joseph Talnagi, senior
research associate at Ohio State
University's Nuclear Services
and Training Laboratory, said
such a reading is extremely low
and would be considered a background level of radiation.
The EPA said a level of 120

picocuries per cubic meter
would require an immediate reBrt to the Eastern EnvironmenI Radiation Facility, an
Alabama-based group that operates the Environmental Radiation Ambient Monitoring
System.
FRANKS SAID the state normally sends in results of its
monitoring twice each week, but
was asked this week to begin
daily monitoring. Franks said
the daily monitoring was to continue for about three weeks.
He said the monitors act much
like a vaccuum cleaner, drawing air through a filter.
Then, we take the filter and
pass a Geiger counter over it...
and measure the radiation that

is on those particles," Franks
said.
Details of the accident in the
Soviet Union had not been released by the Soviet government
and there was no way to determine if and when higher-thannormal levels of radiation would
reach the United States, Williams said.
BUT HE said the EPA air
monitors as well as those near
the Davis-Besse and Perry nuclear power plants in northern
Ohio would be first to detect any
increased radiation in the state.
If abnormally high radiation
levels were detected, he said,
the Disaster Services Agency
would immediately alert other
state and local agencies about
precautionary steps.

MEXICO CITY (AP)-A
major earthquake yesterday
sent Mexico City residents
fleeing into the streets and
rocked four coastal states,
creating panic reminiscent of
that caused by last September's catastrophic tremor.
But initial reports indicated
yesterday's quake and two
aftershocks caused no major
damage or injuries.

ages were evident in several
neighborhoods. There were
reports of natural gas leaks
caused by ruptured lines that
were quickly repaired.
"Things are fairly normal.
The people were out in the
street but it was because they
were panicked," Red Cross
Capt. Enrique Mejia said. "It
was principally people panicked and nervous."
Yesterday afternoon newspapers carried the same message. El Sol de Mexico in big
headlines announced "Only
Panic" and a headline in the
afternoon street edition of
Excelsior ad ised "Nothing
To Mourn."

Mexican seismological experts said the quake measured 6.5 on the Richter scale
and lasted 65 seconds.
It was the strongest tremor
to strike the capital since the
Sept. 19 quake that killed an
estimated 9,500 people, damaged or destroyed 3,000 buildings and left tens of thousands
homeless.
Yesterday's tremor set
buildings swaying and sent
many terrified residents
rushing from their homes in
pajamas and bathrobes.
Some grabbed a few possessions as they dashed outside.

The National Autonomous
University of Mexico's seismological center said the first
quake occurred at 1:06 a.m.
(3:08 a.m. EST) and measured 6.5 on the Richter scale.
It said the quake's center was
about 380 miles southwest of
Mexico City in the Pacific
Ocean.
The center said the first
aftershock occurred at 2:10
a.m. and registered 5.0, and
the second followed four minutes later and measured 4.8.

The quake also rocked the
Pacific coast states of Guerrero, Colima, Jalisco and
Michoacan. according to Red
Cross officials in each state.
The area includes the cities of
Acapulco and Puerto Vallarta.

It said the aftershocks were
felt only in some parts of the
coastal areas.
But the U.S. Geological Survey in Golden, Colo., said the
quake registered 7.0 and was
centered along the Pacific
Coast about 250 miles southwest of Mexico City.

OBSERVATIONS of downtown and surrounding neighborhoods in Mexico City toy
Associated Press reporters
showed no apparent structural damage, but power out-

ATTENTION: ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN THE 1986 FALCON MARCHING BAND!
Will ALL students intending to participate in (or have questions about) the Falcon Marching Band Fall of
1986, please STOP IN or TELEPHONE the Band office before leaving school. We MUST have your name
on the mailing HsL

Little
Caesars Pizza
Twotjteatpiuail One low price:

S £1$

I VALUABLE COUPON I

VALUABU COUPON

Major quake hits
Mexico City again

SAVE $5.55
TWO LARGE PIZZAS

Bonnie Bess, Secretary

University Bands
Room 1010 - Moore Musical Arts Center
2-2186

"With Everything" 10 toppings for only

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER

Iwo qir d t pi IHI I

On* low pf Ice."
Expires 5/8/86

Two Medium Pizzas
with Two Items HQP

2 Bedroom Apartments

I

$500 for the Summer
E. Merry Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments

1 with Coupon M participating
• Caaiai* On* Coupon Par Custom*' I
Topping* includ* p*pp*roni ham. bacon, ground DH*.
Italian aautag* muahroomi. gr**n peppers, onions HW p*pp*rs and
ancnowi** upon request (MO SUBSTITUTIONS OR DELETIONS)

OfW< Valid *ith Coupon Only at participating
LrtlM Cimri* No* Valid «wth Otiw Ontt

Little Caesars
•> I

V-rji <>.*•, Ir.

■■-.{ .

m

: COUPON ■■ ■■■ ■■

I VALUABLE COUPON |

WE DELIVER

354-6500

1 Bedroom Apartments

112 Mercer St., Bowling Green, OH

America's Largest Carry-Out Pizza Chain

$400 for the Summer
*

Efficiencies
$300 for the Summer

Are you ready
to push the

1

PHI

$
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Ai this time ot the year, thousands of
students—lust like you—begin to panic over
deciding what job or career they are best
suited for. If you are not sure, we can help.
Our career counseling and planning services
help you find the career that best matches your
skills, goals, interests, and personality.
Career Research & Development is not an
employment agency, but rather a counseling,
training and consulting company specializing
in helping you discover what you most want
to do. Our complete 4-step program costs only
S175. A small price when weighed against
your future.
Dont push the button yet. Call us for a free
consultation. You have nothing to lose and a
rewarding career to gain.

(419)866-6064

* Tennants pay utilities at some locations

GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster St.
352-0717
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5300 Monroe

1-882-5399
Store Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9-*
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SERVICE CHARGE
ON ANY
{
PACKAGE
j
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6910 AIRPORT HWY SUITE IA

HOLLAND. OH 4352B
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Professional custom packaging . . . with care
Fast, guaranteed delivery
UPS.
Federal Express
Individual or multiple items up to 1 OOO lbs.
Insured up to $50,000
Easy, convenient & hassle-free
Packaging supplies

^k

Car-asr Raiurch fi\ Development

Sat.

1.00 OFF

Free Estimates
Student
Shipping
Service
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Officials decide
to keep old bridge
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP)State officials, still debating
where to build two more
bridges to link northern Kentucky with Cincinnati, say
they will keep the 120-yearold John A. Roebling Suspension Bridge open to traffic.
Kentucky's top transportation official says the state
decided against a proposal to
limit the span to pedestrian
use. State officials are considering imposing a weight
limit.
"Let me assure you it will
be a traffic bridge/' C. Leslie
Dawson secretary of the
Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet, said while meeting
Tuesday with the mayors of
Cincinnati and Covington and
Newport, Ky., to get their
suggestions on plans for the
bridges. "It may be expensive to do, but we're still
going to maintain it as a traffic bridge."
The bridge, which links Cincinnati with Covington, was
completed in 1866. It U named
for its designer and builder,
John Roebling, who went on
to design and build New York
City's historic Brooklyn
Bridge.

On March 21, Congress approved $65 million to build
two new bridges between Cincinnati and northern Kentucky. Some money also
would be available for a new
bridge between Maysville,
Ky., and Aberdeen, Ohio.
DAWSON SAID the state is
still hearing arguments and
collecting data before deciding the location of the two
bridges at Cincinnati, one of
which would replace the 95year-old Central Bridge that
now handles rail and auto
traffic. Dawson said the new
span nearest the Roebling
bridge would not be intended
to overshadow it.
Dawson said Kentucky is
considering demolishing the
Central Bridge and building
one of the new spans in its
location.
"There's no decision yet,
but we're leaning toward tearing it down," he said.

Care costs impoverishing elderly
WASHINGTON (AP) - Millions of elderly
Americans face eventual poverty from the
devastating cost of long-term nursing home
care, but most are not even aware they have
a problem, an administration task force was
told yesterday.
They erroneously believe they're already
covered for nursing home care by Medicare
or by the so-called Medigap private supplemental insurance policies many of them
purchase, witnesses and members of the
task force said.
One task force member cited an American
Association of Retired Persons study that
found 79 percent of more than 1,000 association members surveyed believed they would
be covered by either Medicare or Medigap
policies if they eventually had to enter a
nursing home.
In fact, Medigap policies ordinarily deal
only with hospital costs Medicare does not
cover. Under government programs, longterm nursing home care is covered only by
Medicaid, the state-federal health program
for the poor.
AND TO qualify for Medicaid benefits, the
elderly first must cash in virtually all their
assets - for the single elderly, that usually
includes selling their home - and spend that
money on their care until they are impoverished.
It doesn't take long. Health and Human

"We're here to get information. We don't want to plan
anything that will adversely
affect either side of the
river."

We're just feeling in the dark,"
Hale said.
The three pieces of bone,
which would make up about half
of a top of a head, were found
west of Yellow Springs by a
woman looking for rocks for her
garden, Hale said. The bones
were in a mound of dirt placed in
a ditch to keep people from
parking there, but Investigators
don't know where the dirt came
from, he said.
Hale said he plans to meet
with a man who says he smelled
the odor of a decomposing body
in the area in 1983.

Investigators originally
thought the bones came from a
woman.
"There's nothing really solid.

Hale also asked police agencies to search files for people
still missing from around that
time.

Summer Storage Service
for your room furnishings
• OPTIONAL PICKUP
AND DELIVERY
STORE YOUR
•LOFT
• REFRIGERATOR
• COUCH OR CHAIR
• BICYCLE
Call for info on
rates and scheduling
352-3836 M-F 9-5
LOFT CONSTRUCTION

"It's a tremendous obstacle, much more
so than cost," agreed Gail Kirby, an insurance specialist for AARP, in a later interview with a reporter.
She said in the six test market states
where the policies were offered late last
year, most of those refusing the policy cited
their belief they already were covered by
Medicare.
President Reagan, in his State of the
Union address, ordered Bowen to develop
recommendations by year's end on how
private insurers ana government can best
provide affordable insurance "for those
whose life savings should otherwise be
threatened when catastrophic illness
strikes."

BUT IRONICALLY, the ignorance of the
potential financial risk makes sales difficult.

It plans public hearings around the country this spring and summer, with a report to
the secretary at the end of the summer.

ARE BRINGING YOU A

XENIA, Ohio (AP) - A scientific examination of human skull
fragments found in Yellow
Springs April 17 has not helped
investigators determine who
they came from or how the person died, Greene County coroner's investigator Steve Hale
said yesterday.
Anthony Perzigian, a forensic
anthropologist at the University
of Cincinnati, examined the
fragments and concluded they
were from a man, age 30-35 and
that burial was "recent," although Perzigian did not provide
an exact time, Hale said!

"It's awfully tough to sell people something they think they already have and are
receiving for free,*' said Paul Wfflgtag,
executive vice president of the American
Health Care Association and a task force
member.

The comments came yesterday as the
Reagan administration task force began its
study of bow to protect Americans from the
cost of catastrophic illness.
A few insurance companies are experimenting with new types of policies that
would cover nursing home care. The AARP
and Prudential are testing one policy in a
few states that pays $40 a day tor nursing
home care, 60 percent to 80 percent of cost,
with a premium of $15 to $95 a month
depending on age.

orft litter!

Skull fragments
provide few clues

g; ^American Heart
^^Association

Services Secretary Otis Bowen said the cost
of such care can run $20,000 to $30,000 a year.
A Harvard study released last year of a
sample of single 75-year-olds in Massachusetts found that 46 percent would be impoverished within three months of entering a
nursing home, and 72 percent would be
broke within a year.
"The majority of older people need catastrophic insurance, not to insure against the
cost of a long hospital stay, but against the
uncovered expenses of nursing home care,
community-based services and chronic illnesses requiring long-term care," William
Hutton. executive director of the National
Council of Senior Citizens, told the task
force.

"NITE ON THE TOWN
Free Admission with BG I.D.

TONIGHT, THURSDAY. MAY 1
Busses Leaving the Union at
8:30, 10:00, 11:30
Returning 12:45, 2:00
MUST BE 19 & OVER TO ENTER

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
Choose your Summer
Apartment NOW!!!
•k 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
* Apartments, houses,
duplexes
* Bargain rates
* Very close to campus
* Summer Leases Available
* Student Consumer Union
Lease

328 S. MAIN

Call 2-2418 for details!
Proper Dre** Required

The task force was appointed by Bowen to
study the problem ana begin drafting solutions.

352-5620
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Do You seem to be

"Harping
Take advantage of Wood
Cable's Prereglstratlon Plan
so you don't miss a minute of
Wood Cable's great television
entertainment next semester
When you return your convene
and pay any outstanding service
charges at the end of this
semester, ask about Wood
Cable's new Prereglstratlon
Plan. I' you quality, you're
eligible 'or priority installation
next term
Stop by our convenient
downtown office for details
about Wood Cable's Prereglstration Plan.

118 N. Main St
8owling Green, Ohio 43402
339-8494
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-12 noon Saturday I

the same old tune?
$ Sell your used books $
I.D.'s required
April 28 thru May 9
8:00-5:00 p.m. Mon-Fri
9:00-5:00 p.m. Sat

University
Bookstore

Student Services Building

Sports
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Writer Hells it like it is/
In Wilson's Words

by Phillip B. Wilson
wire editor

As the sports world rolls
along and great talents or
personalities retire, there are
always several you, as an avid
fan, wish would never quit.
If you are like me, guys like
former Ohio State football coach
Woody Hayes are sorely missed
when the Michigan Wolverines
and Buckeyes get together for
their annual classic.
On the baseball diamond,
stars such as Johnny Bench,
Carl Yazstremski, and Hank
Aaron are missed because of the
blend of charisma and talent
they gave to the game.
In future years, I shun the
thought of hockey great Wayne
Gretzky retiring, or Michael
Jordan calling it quits. When
Larry Bird and "Magic"
Johnson are no longer playing,
6ames just won't be the same in
le Boston Garden.
But in the fine spirit of all

Loft Registration
for Fall & Spring
Semesters 86-87
Now to May 15
( dff for registration
luim and list <>l tales

352-3836,
9-5 M-F
Loft Construction
#101 ftstnunt il vou *
nuil vour Wi paimcm
betotp Mas 15th

s
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these men, I will always
remember one man who had
more of an impact on sports
than any of these prima donnas.
He bad the ability to influence
how fans viewed the action on
the screen, even more so than
the athletes themselves.
Ironically, this proud sports
personality never played any
sports on the professional level.
He learned the games through
his many experiences as a
sports journalist.
At the peak of his fame, you
could count on him to be where
the action was and, at the same
time, give you his opinion on
what was happening and why.
If boxing's World'
Heavyweight Championship belt
was on the line and monsters
like Joe Frazier and
Muhammad Ali were in the ring,
Eou could count on this man
eing there.
He was like money in the
bank. Before anything was ever
said about a fight you knew who
the announcer was, just by that
dramatic tone of voice.
Probably more famous for his
Monday Night Footballstint, this
broadcaster was the show, and
he knew it. Sometimes, he would
get off base and really
embarrass himself,but you still
watched.
His job on the Monday evening
telecast was to make the games
more interesting to watch. His
responsibility was not to the
football diehards of the world,
but to the average fans, the ones
who watch only occasionally.
And he added this perception
to his other coverages of sports
as well.
Boxing was not just a bunch of
dumb guys pounding each other
in the ring. No, this man knew
these athletes were courageous
men who had as much desire to

AAeadowview Courts
Apartments

succeed as the rest of the world.
Yet in his last few years of
football coverage, this
announcer became easier to
hate. People all over the country
threw parties in his honor and
tossed hricks through television
sets while he talked!
Not to be left out, there were
times when I became so angry
with him I'd want to blow up the
damn television. But after I
calmed down, I would still
respect what he had to say about
the sports world.
After reading his latest book,
"I Never Played The Game," I
learned why my respect for this
man has never dwindled.
This announcer always
appeared to "tell it like it is"
when in actuality, he didn't and
couldn't.
The corporate side of the
sporting world has taken over in
these times and this man saw it
coming before it happened.
He knew the ruthless nature of
team owners such as Al Davis
who disregarded the Oakland
Raiders fans and moved the
football team to Los Angelas in
1982.
He found the best athletes
were more concerned with
getting a bigger contract than
playing "the game" with pride
for the fans.
This announcer, the best I'll
ever listen to in my lifetime,
finally had to quit. Not
necessarily because he wanted
to, but because the sports world
wasn't filled with the same
"gamely" intentions as when he
started covering It.
Sports turned into a business
ana money became the main
ingredient; the name of the
game if you will.
Because of this, we all
suffered in the end. We didn't
know it while he was in the booth
but he protected us, the fans,
from what sports was becoming.
For this, I will always respect
this man. I miss him.
There are a lot of people who
never liked Howard Cosell. But
things haven't been the same
since he retired.
They probably never will be
either.

Former Bowling Green quarterback Brian McClure answers questions during yesterday's press conference.
McClure was selected In the 12th round of the National Football League draft by the Buffalo Bills

Brian hopes to fit the 'Bill*
by Ron Fritz
assistant sports editor

The bottle of champagne chilling in Brian McClure s refrigerator Tuesday was nice and cold
by the time It was opened.
McClure was chosen in the
12th round of the National Football League draft yesterday at
12:30 a.m. by the Buffalo Bills.
He was the 313th of 330 players
selected.
"The champagne was real
cold," McClure said at a press
conference yesterday. "I still
managed to celebrate a bit. I
was just about ready to go to bed
when the phone rang."
The phone call ended 16*4
hours of waiting for the 6-foot-7
quarterback, who had watched
the draft since 8 a.m. Despite
being chosen in the last round,
McClure said he is happy to be a
Bill.
"I think it is a blessing in
disguise," he said. "It's a good
situation for me. Buffalo has two

Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year
Furnished efficiency
$225.00
Landlord pays gas heat
shared electric
Two bedroom furnished
$270.00
plus gas & electric

One bdrm. furnished
$270.00
All utilities paid

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas & electric

'I
I
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WEEKDAY SPECIAL
Any medium 13" One Item Pizza For
plus one free 16 oz.
btl. of Pepsi with this
1
coupon. A $6.50 value,
Extra Items
Ask for when ordering.
1.75 each
Chicago Style extra
Good fTlon-Thurs ONLY
Open 4 P.m.
—k

?C25
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352-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.

Voted Be.tPlzxa in B.C. I

ura
"Not a Sale"
a "Limited Time Special Otter"
No Strings Attached

\ i rmtiin-ni in t risis. A continent on the move.
Am ient vet modern. View Aim J with a new
perspective. Understand its hcrit.iv.r and looli .it
Afrit J with nev* insight.

to fill your prescription
with professionally fitted

lime limited? Studv Afrit* through an ntHing
new teletourse. View the weeklv programs ,ii
home or on videotapes in the library. Campus
t lasses meet only 1 times IIUIIHK semester.
No prerequisites. Register now.

TOP QUALITY
EYEGLASSES
PRICES INCLUDE LENSES & FRAME, COMPLETE

Call Continuing Edutation for more information.
J72-8181.
Most Clear Glass
Single Vision lens Rx

34

88

Standard
Glass Bifocals

54

88

The record-setting Bowling
Green signalcaller will ioin former Falcons Martin Bayless
and Shawn Potts on the Bills.
Next week, mini-camp starts in
Buffalo. McClure saia he wants
to learn everything he possibly
can at the minicamp.
"I'm going to surprise Coach
Bullough because the last time

The Bills weren't the only ones
stunned McClure stayed around
so late in the draft.
"I was surprised," McClure
said. "But I'm not disappointed.
I really had no indiction of
where I was going to get drafted.
I'm just happy I was.
"Now my goal is to make the
Buffalo Bills," he said. "All I
want is the chance to show them
what I can do."

GRILL

A major new downtown full service restaurant operated by the owners
of the Real Seafood Company at Portside arc now interviewing to fill
200 job openings for the following positions for both day St evening shifts
Line Cooks/Prep Cooks/Porlcrs/Dishwashers
Dining Room Waitstat'l Host Hostesses
Bartenders/Bus People
Excellent starting pay
Applications being accepted between the hours of
3:00-7:00 p.m. Mon-Sai al
Porlside Festival Marketplace
Toledo. Ohio
no phone calls please

llhnM Studies

ItHirsdat. fc-1 p.m

ITHN AIOO. 1 irrdils
S.-i linr. So 04HI

InslruthKs:
Of trrwst ( rump inn

till 118.

Dr. |<n Pallister

11
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1
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Cash & Carry
Specials
Fancy

Carnations *«. 3
Mixed

Bouquets
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"Buffalo was one of the teams
I was looking at if I was a free
agent," McClure said. "Coach
Bullough said they were going to
take me eighth, but waited because I stayed up on the board.
They got to take some lineman
and were still able to get me."

IMK«

Daisies

Choose from over 10OO current fashion frames
Only tinted, plastic, overpower and oversized lenses priced higher
For Soft Contact lens cat office below:

Even if Buffalo bad not picked
McClure, their is a good chance
he would have ended up as a Bill
anyway.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Africa
eTVnd Its People

Our Everyday
Year — Round
Prices

"I feel I'm in a better situation
than some of the quarterbacks
like Robbie Bosco (Brigham
Young), Jack Trudeau (Illinois), and Jim Everett (Purdue), who already have an
established veteran in front of
them," McClure said.

he saw me I weighed 240 pounds
at the scouting combine. Now:
I'm down to 220," be said. "I
want to learn as much as possible about the offense and philosophy of the Bills in the minicamp."

LIGHTNING
I

One Coupon Per Order I
We give you more
Inplrui I711.ni '
352-5166

BUFFALO CURRENTLY has
obscure quarterbacks Bruce
Matheson, a starter most of the
season, and Frank Reich, a second-year QB out of Maryland.

I
I
j

[-1 FREE DELIVERY |
All residents have the privilege of using The Cherrywood
Health Spa located at ff" and High St.
Check out our low Summer Koto*.

Oguys who aren't estabquarterbacks.
"Coach (Hank) Bullough
(head coach of the Bills) called
me and said he was happy to
have me," McClure said. "He
was very enthusiastic. I told him
I'm going to come in and make
his team."

$

Pkg. 3

$
10 pk.

2
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434 E. W00STER N£
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Odd odyssey of the strange Rangers
43Sfe Reed this
by Tom Reed
sports editor

The critics said it was a crime
that the New York Rangers
made the Stanley Cup playoffs.
* So, in order to preserve
Justice, some of the NHL's best
were assigned to stop the
Rangers.
Philadelphia got the first
chance, but New York gave the
Flyers the slip. Philly is still
looking for clues to how the
Rangers stole the show and
escaped with an opening round
In Washington, the Rangers
were supposed to be sentenced
to "Capital" punishment.
However, thanks to a never-saydie attitude, they managed to
stay alive and are still at large.
The critics seemed stymied.
They are groping for a logical
answer to why a team which
didn't make the playoffs until
the final weekend of the year has
upset the Flyers and the
Capitals - the second and third

best teams in the NHL during
the regular season.
Yet, as you will discover there
is nothing logical about the
gen.
Tus year's Stanley Cup
playoffs have been fall of
surprises, but none bigger than
the Broadway "Blueshbta."
Even in the NHL's come-onecome-all playoff format, many
accused New York of backing
into post-season action.
WITH A month left in the
season, the Pittsburgh Penguins
appeared as if they would finish
ahead of the Rangers.
Pittsburgh is led by its great
center Mario Lemieux, but
without the aid of good wings not
even these Penguins could fly.
Pittsburgh sputtered in the
final weeks and the Rangers,
who finished with a 3&3M
record slithered into the
playoffs to face the Flyers.
Philadelphia was made an
overwhelming favorite. The
Flyers had beaten New York in
17 of their last 18 meetings.
Philadelphia possessed both
strength and skill. The Flyers
were led by Tim Kerr, who
tallied 65 goals.
Meanwhile, New York was
paced by Mike Ridley who

registered only 65 points. Its
most well-known player. Pierre
Larouche, spent most of the
year exiled In the minors.
New York, which finished 20th
in scoring, anchored its hopes on
defense, particularly goaltender
John Vanbiesbrouck.
The critics laughed at first..
HERE'S A guy who couldn't
even carry his entire last name
on his narrow shoulders let
alone the future of an entire
team.
... but Vanbiesbrouck
laughed last.
He played brilliantly and
denied the Flyers with one
sparkling save after another to
lead New York past Philly.
But don't be fooled.
Vanbiesbrouck wasn't the only
a; name in the Rangers
umph over the Flyers - let's
not forget defensemen Reijo
Ruotsalainen or Kiel!
Samuelsson, who both played
well.
New York isn't filled with big
names, but it does have the
market cornered on no-names.
Decimated by injuries, the
Rangers resorted to using such
minor league players as Larry
Melnyk, Jim Weimer and Rob
Whistle. None of them are

blessed with the skills of a
Wayne Gretzky, but all three
have shown character and
desire which can't be taught.
Melnvk's left eye is black,
while his other one has eight
stiches above it. However, be
continues to throw his body
infront of speeding pucks and
face infront of flailing fists.
ITS THIS type of
determination which carried the
Rangers over Washington. New
York erased two-goal leads on
three occasions to post victories,
twice in overtime.
Ironically, the Rangers were
the only team in the NHL which
didn't win an overtime game
during the regular season. The
Caps were the lone team which
didn't lose one.
These Rangers aren't your
ordinary team, but neither are
their fans.
The rabid crowds at Madison
Square Garden are consistently
voted the NHL's most
belligerent. Ranger fans are
very noisy, even those who sing
the National Anthem can't get a
word in edge wise.
The Madison Square Garden
crowd traditionally works itself
into a frenzy before the Anthem

even begins, turning most
renditions into pantomime.
"I've been in rock concerts
and I've never beard noise like
that," Vanbeisbrouck said.
New York usually leads the
NHL in attendance, but in the
past, the Rangers have not given
their fans much to cheer about.
They haven't played in the
Stanley Cup finals since 1979,
when the Montreal Canadians
eliminated them in five games.
Oddly enough, the teams will
hold their first playoff rematch
since 1979, starting tonight in the
conference finals.
Speaking of rematches. New
York hasn t won the Stanley Cup
since the Allies and Axis staged
a return bout in World War 11
back in 1940.
At the time, Franklin
Roosevelt was the leader, but
now its Ranger rookie coach Ted
Sator who offers New Yorkers
the New Deal.
For the first time in years, he
has the Rangers believing they
can actually cop the Cup.
If New York wins the
championship, the critics might
finally drop their case because
no clues are ever found in a
perfect crime.

Former
Falcons
in N.Y.
Three former Bowling
Green hockey players are
helping the New York Rangers try to win its first Stanley
Cup in 46 years.
The former Falcon icers
include: rookie coach Ted
Sator and players George McPhee and Brian MacLeUan.
No team, past or present,
has ever had more BG players on the roster at one time.
Sator graduated from the
University in 1972. He returned to BG as an assistant
coach in 197..
McPhee was the Hobey
Baker winner in 1982. He
scored a career 114 goals and
since joining the Rangers in
1983, he's notched 26 goals.
MacLellan also graduated
in 1982, but went on to play for
the Los Angeles Kings. He
was traded to New York this
season. During the year, he
tallied Just 11 goals, but has
become a vital contributor in
the playoffs. He recorded two
goals in Game 1 of this year's
Patrick Division final against
Washington.

Classifieds
CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS

PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free prsgnancy
MM. OHfSC*«« Mo. Cat now 3S4-HOPE
(4673)
Hours: M.Th
10 8pm. T,W Fr
10-4 30. Sat IOam-1 00

Don't miss the tat
meeting of the ssrnaeterl
THURSOAY NHJHT UVtl
7:90 p.m. tonight
Alumni Boom, 3rd Hoot Union
Sponsored by Campus Crusaders lor Christ

Abortion
Free Prsgnancy Tsst
Morning After Trsstmant
CenMr lor Choios
151 N Michigan
Toktdo. Onto
(418) 255-7709

Ths Carpenter's Workshop, a Christen music 8
drams snssmbts. wl be In conosfl Ed . May 2 >
Sat May 3 at 1 00 p m «i 1012. Music BkJg
Ths snssmbls performs humorous drama 8
music It's FREE
WOMEN FOR WOMEN a proud lo present
"LAST SUMMER AT BLUEF1SH COVE" by letban playwright Jans Chambers. May 1 preview
performance by invitation only. May 2 4 3 open
10 at Performances at 6:00 p.m. In MsJn
Auditorium. University Hal Tickets 14 $7 at
the door. For more Information, cat ths
Woman's Canter. 372-2261
Audition for lt-17
University Performing Dancers
Sunday May 4,100 p.m.
201 Hayes
Intdrmeeon 372-6918

CUPCAKES BROWNIES COOKIES PIT ITEMS
Wood County Humane Society Bake Sale
11 AM to S PM-May ) (Saturday)
Al Rocky Rococo'e-17» E. Wooster

PERSONALS

•LUCY SLAOER'
HAPPY 18TH BfflTHDAYI G£T PSYCHED TO
HAVE A GREAT WEEKENOI HAVE A SUPER
OAYIt OVE. YOUR 4TH LOW DUNBAR BUOSO watt Yahama receiver. 4 yrs old One ol me
highest quetty components a afrnli. Very
good con). Cat Andy at 372-8331 or
353-5402
ALPHA DELTS
It Is who wins and not how the game a payed1
ALPHA CELTS
"It lust doesn't metier"
'cause we know who won the BETA 5001
Attention MELISSA MtLUNQION
Corvjretuaitiorie on your latent scholarship! You
deserve It love, the DO'S
OEBBCBINQ

Happy Birthday Roomie I
DoKupl
Love. Sheer,

LOST & FOUND
FOUND: MALE COLLEGE RING 7TH FLOOR
UBRARY. CALL MARK TO IDENTIFY
364-4104

HAVING A PAP.TY
order your party tubs NOW
from Oelenedenoe Sub He Quick

Lost Gold edd-a-beed necklace (about 21
beads 4) If found passes cal 372-6876 Great
aanhmental value

Two foot combo leeds t
dels

Lost: In Hayes Hal. Tuesday. mSasturo tape
recorder. Reward. 372-2623, leave message
LOST 24" gold Cham and msdtum-sued gold
cross Lost In front of Rodgers Quad on
weekend of Fob 7-9 Inciedtbte sentimental
esKiel REWARD. Call 352-4311

SERVICES OFFERED
At your typing needs-prompt S profeaaional
Cara 352-4017
Portable Total Rental 352-7318 Available for
parses and other occaelom.

x

LAURA METKLER
Cong/atuasoone on your AXO-OX Bvetaring to
Calvin I arish you both ma bast of toys a hap. Lovs, ur Cams
Earn Specel 119 95 per night
Beet Western Falcon Pkua Mot*
Study A Relax In Privacy ol own room
Apr! 27 -May 1 and Msy 4-8
Continental Breakfast free coffee.
earty check f\ A ate checkout
Advenes Reservation. 352-4871
Present vaad BGSU ID at check In

LAURIE "CAN'T DRIVE-55" MILFORD.
FELLOW ANGEL AND B-DAY GIRL DONNA.
OAYTONA DRUNKARDS Lll CHRIS AND DEB
fit: YOU GUYS WILL NEVER KNOW HOW
MUCH YOUR FRIENDSHIP AND UNDERSTANDS*!) HELPED ME MAKE IT THROUGH THIS
YEAR THANKS FOR BEING THERE
Lets hear « for ths BG RUGGERS on sn
outstanding effort winning the MIDWEST
CHAMPtONSHtP Good kick m bring home the
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP from Calrloma
LSAT. CPA. ORE GMAT. MCAT
ACT. SAT. PSAT. NCLEX-RN
Dont compels with s Kaplan student,
be oral

CALL 352-6802 or 536-3701

PSM

CfXLEOE OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION JUNIOBS
If your summer Job rotates to your area of
specialisation, you may be eligible lo steal
*■ an Internship seminar In the tan for which
you can earn up to 3 hours of credit. Contact
the Office of ths Dean (371 IA) for details.

KELL1 HUNTER
Ths sassrs of Alpha XI Dots would axe to con
graruata you on your SAE ejvatermg to Jamie

Can 152-444]

Happy Birthday PM GAMMA DELTA
Celebrating 138 years of e.coosnce You're
not tat getting Oder you're getting batter'
Psrgol
International Progrtmt In Dutlnaet congratuatee Jeff Mapper for receiving the
OUTSTANDING SENIOR In the Coasgt of
Busmsss Adnwaaeabon Award" Jeff a an international Rustless Major a Graduate of the
Summer Ptoanm el Ntneat. Franca
jm>
I feel sn offtcaf congratulations a necessary for
the ' rrvsgnmcent" No. 11 and your graduation It
wi be a long time apart but I know the end
result of t beginning of a tletlme with you m
FLA. • word the wart Tha other JPC and I wl
mat you. however I love you atwayt. OLPC

»-
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£IL PRESENTS THE
scc7rSoMA4

'^FEATURIN0

hrren

WOMEN FOR WOMEN a) proud to present
-LAST SUMMER AT BLUEFISH COVE" by lesbian playwright Jane Chambers Msy 1 preview
pertormsnee by invitation only May 2 and 3
Open to al Perlormances at 6:00 pm In Mam
AurMonum. Unrversrty He* Tickets S4-S7 SI
ths door. For more Information CSS the
Woman's Center. 372-2281

Monday ntght-whst s btatl At Brathaus I met a
Jr > 1-2 What a guy1 He 5 from DC What hep
psnsd? You said you'd cat me It sta interested
Audts 372-1 781.
Fee end Pern
Congratutshona on your FUI-KKO pinning The
brothers of Phi Gamma Deris

Aaaa sad la (future ahroommatss). yes. Isn't
■fe wondertun Wei never forget those T.D.'s.
Luskee Sheet, and the big R's Oh. and we do
beeeve our fnenda didn't le lo us Love ya total
Km and Coteen
Barb Newman
Yours Ids grestestl
DELTA GAMMA a reefy gonna miss you"
Lovs. your S.S.

Bicycle Tune-Up Specel
Only
$1200
st
PurosTs
131 W Wooater

SMOKE OUT
MAY 2
SMOKE OUT
MAY 2
SMOKE OUT
SUMMER INTRAMURALS Entry forms for summsr Irtsnaesls wl be s aaatlll In 108 SRC
begmrwig June 2 1986 for Session I and pay
begins Juno 16, 1988.
The eaters of Alpha XI Data would ike to con
graruata our outstanding members Freshman
HOLLY LIKELY
Sophomore- CECELIA LANG
Junior-STACY TAYLOR
Senior- JULIE CALKINS
Great yoC gits'

352-8284
To Our Favorite Kappa Slga
Dave and Jim
Thanks for eta many deluxe times over the
semester. We are looking forward to groovfn
wtft you over the summer' Good Luck on finals.
ME
Love your favorite Gamma Phi'a
Rota and E Gray
VMCE KROLAKThanka for me peat couple of weeks-it's been
super' I know met I've made a great friend end
more. I'l iratt you that summer, so keep In
touchl Love, Joyce
WE WANT YOUMI The Summer PreReuaSaeuii Staff a now accepting appacattona
for Pre Reg Student Volunteers It a a greet opportunity to meet new people and develop interpersonel ekes Each volunteer wl be entitled
lo one Ires meat for tech day worked. Pre Reg
runs horn Monday July 7th through Friday
August 1st Let us know whan you can workwe wl be happy to accomodate you' Apptcetiona we avaaaua In 405 Student Services Ap
pacaaon Deedane a Wednesday. June 4 Any
queeoone. eel 372-2843

Fket lieprmUni Springiest design
the official "Time lo party" Shki
previously sold out. Now being
reprinted Pteete cat 352-5475
Tha week only'

Thanks to ALL of the people who made my
tour yean at M to special: Koleckl, X,
lade, t all the rest ol you. Thsnks also to ALL
THE SKI EPS A GOLDEN HEARTS that were
to much i perl of my cortege Ufa. I'll miss you
al eery much. I axe ya I Lies, P.S.-D. , Jil,
"let's make a Pack 'ta that we will meal
egaml"
The Delta Gemma Bets Issm would Ilka ta
ormgrstuene the Sag Ep leu loam I Coach
I on their 19th victory
Green Tambourine Record Sale
Thura . Friday. Sat 1-10 p.m.
Clearance Prices Save 10-50%
Extra Savings with tha Ad
Green Tsmbourlne Records
157 Clough. 1 block East of Mam
YOUR RECORD ALTERNATIVE"

Can you beeeve rt's only been 3 months? Ths
best 3 months ever1 You're tha grsstest' I Lovs
Yout Poo. PS I hate H when that happens1
CELEBRATE THE END OF SCHOOL
With SCOTT HAaKTONI Intemationai Stars on
Ice May 9 end 10. 7 30 p m Alao featuring
EWne Zsyek. JoJo Starbuck end many other
pro skaters. Al seats reserved end S8 end
a statist at the Ice Aram Ticket Office Oaty
11:30-1:30. 4:30-6:30 and Saturday
9 00-Noon Al Proceeds Benefit ths American
Cancer Society
LYNN E FLEURE A.K.A. FROSTY
Happy 181h belhdayl Welch out B.O. Bars
Lyrai hat her own ID' LET'S PARTYI Love.
Bird. Cyn. Rubs. Lon Qwenri

2 females desperately seeking a place to rent
'or Fal semester only Prefer 2 bedrooms Wl
abuleste Pteaas cat 354-1831 or 363-1000
2 males desperately seeking a place to tea*
sub lists FALL SEMESTER ONLYl 1 bd
preferred but wi consider 2 bdrm Cat Tom st
352-2136 or Jeff at 352-3514
FEMALE NEEDS 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES
FOR '86'87 SCHOOL YEAR
(LARGE
TOWNHOUSE') CALL 354-7506 FOR INFORMATION
Female roommate tor summer to stars 2
bedroom- 2 both apartment with pool. Cal
352-4628
Female Roommates wanted lor Summer to
sublet house Cal 353-2905

Loft Beglstrstlon Forms
Available for Fall t Spring Sam. l847Cai>
362-3838. Monday-Friday. 8-6
Loft Construction

To all the FHteThanka lor a great
tea on Saturday'
Wei neve to exchange
letters egem soon.
Lovs. ths KD'S
To our Number One Seta Coaches Paul A
Wage. Thanks for everythsng, you guye are
wondsrtulil Your number one Beta Teem.

*e»7
Thanks for all the special times we've
shared. There will alwaya be s special place
kl my heart for you. Please keep In touch I'll
mlaa you 11 All my love, Llaa.
Want to Make 110. Please return the mounted
deer head token from my apartment No ojuasHom asked, no charges pressed Cat
364-4602 10 arrange detest

GUESS WHO'S GOING TO BE
20 YEARS OLD
ON MAY 3

M. or F rime wanted for Fal 1986-Spmg
1967 364-1366. after 7pm
Mala roommate needed tor '86-87 Nicely fur
named 2nd SI apt. LOW RENT' Cal Dave
352-5217 or John 354-01 14 soon'
Roommate wanted lor summer only Own room
free ar cond Everythng but etec Price
negotiable Cat MKheta 352-1592
Roommatee needed lor large house summer
only Own room, cats welcome Cat 353 7684
or 362-6916
Pooporalolii teeklng one lemale roommate
for SM7 year lo replace roommate transferleg with little notice. uriherslty Village ApartmenL Contact Suaan at 2-3JOt
LOOKING FOB A FUN PLACE TO LIVE FOR
SCHOOL YEAR 'St-871 2 fun-lovng gala seeking a 3rd roommate A GREAT ALL furnished
Apt. doss to campus CALL 372-4922 Kathy
or Pern at 372-4516 LOW RENT and a greet
atmosphere
NEED 1 M. RMTE. TO SHARE 2 MAN APT
FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CAN
MOVE IN AFTER MAY IS. CALL TOM AT
3SJ-2705
Need male aubteeeor tor summer La. turn,
sot. does to campus Vary negotiable rentlll
WM have oam bedroom. Cable TV » AC Indud. Pteaee cell John st 352-8223

HELP WANTED
WANTED
1 female desperately needs apartment lor Fal
86 Pteaee eel Heidi 354-2805
1 female to lubllMI spsrtmenl for Spring
Semester 87 Ptaae cal Heidi. Cindy or Amy
354-2606
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
88-87 SCHOOL YEAR CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2
BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT LOW
RENT CALL CATHY AT 372-4807

120 Counselor 1 Instructor Positions Avsrabkt
Privets Coed Summer Camp m Pocono Mts .
Pa Contact Ceyugt. PO Box 234BQ,
Kerwworth. NJ 07033 (201)2760108
ASSOCIATE MARKETING REP
Ful erne summer positions lor college students
and others $7.25 starting rate-hours flexible.
No sates or mktg sxperience requred Al motors msy sppty Fo Toleoo-Bowsng Green area
rerudsnee For Interview cal 4727110

Continued on pg. 10

362-7876

at*.. I

►Eoap
TAKE A STUDY BREAK
WITH US
• Now open till
8:00 p.m. on Saturday *

Now Showing
Cocoon
Agnos of God
My Chauffeur
A Chorus Lino
and many i I tnoro

WOOD COUNTY

|_ST

JOYCE

4000 MOVIES

KEPKE

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

MrMls.b.ihi nmfkm (o. Wo.4 C«M-t*y Co— .MM KtMWwth M. 110-lv.jrt.
IttttM f O Ion tl*J |ov.l,ri|CrMh OM4HCJ

Classifieds
Continued from pg. 9
ATTENTION MEN Of BOSU Carrcua eororty
li looking lor ■ reeponarble houee boy lor me
i»8« 1987 school year Oon'l rmse rra great
opportunity lor employment Cal 372-6604 lor
appcarrartml
MtentJMi Corfcge Students
Want to wort in hometown? Want lo ootarn
Mtuabra working experience? Warn to aarn
S2.000 mm. whs* gaming on ma bo a«
parlance? Only ambnoua and anargelK people
ehouM apply miarvwwj al 12 30. I 30. 2 30,
3 30 > 4 30 m Canal Room. Student Union
Thursday and Friday May 1M & 2nd
Camp Easter San Counselors needed Jury
6-Aog
8 Contact Easlar Seals (418)
222-7047 or wrier Easlar Saal Society ol W
Camm onto 1910 w ROOD Ava Lima, on

BG Newi/May 1,198C 10

Cruse Una* & Amuaamant
Parka ara now acoapanj appecanOra) tor
amotoymantl To racalva an appecetton and «v
lormatjon write. Tourtam Information Servtoee
PO Box 7881 MaW Haaalarand.SC 29938
Sacunty Officer $5-7 00 par hour
W» trsm. cal now
1-471-1440 Job Eschanga
Only taa $86 OO-ad. -k* mio
Summar Only Mak* and lamara Coatumad
Detvery People Wee appaaranca VERY
OVTOOMQ Good Pay Horn «* vary Cal ma
Baaoonman 352-8081.
Temporary Help Wenlea
Mult ba ivaaaMa Auguat 20
Apply at Klnko's
326 E Wooalar

45805
CUNrCAl SOCIAL WORKERS-COUNSELING
PSVCHOLOQISTS (Uconeeabta ragional community mental heelrri center witfi a locus ol ear
woaa lo IraiJn $ cnadran Ha* opportunity lor
caracal position at marr Fmrjey. OH Ma Opportunriee tor out patient, consultation evakratton.
movattve t/setmenl prog/ems a outdoor adven
tura education programming Salaries from
$1 7.000-29.0001
$22,000-32.800 reepectlvety with axcM fr
rnoe benefits Sand vka to Program Superylaor. PO Bon 5253 Una. OH 45804 An
EOE
Computer Tramee
$7 50-12 SO par hr . cal now
1-471-1440 Job Exchange
Only tee $85 00 edv -fob kilo
CRUISESMPS AIRLINES. HIRING'
Summar. Career, Overseas1 Call tor
Gude.Caaaetta. Newsservice 916 944 4444
Data Entry -Wa ran
$4 00 par hour, cal today
1-471-1440 Job Exchange
Only lee $85 00-adv too mio
Fnach's Big Boy In Perryeburg. Fremont Pike,
now accepting Aral shrlt appacatlona lor
waitress waiters host hosteea. cashier & drive
rhru Apply mperaon
GOVERNMENT JOBS

$16.040-$59.23O-

Now mnng Cal 1-805-887-8000 Ext R 9849
ror currant lederal set
Marketing Representative
Entry level cal today
1 471 -1440 Job Exchange
Only Fee $65 00 Adv -Job Inlo
MOBILE FOOD SERVICE
Dynamic and progressive Food concession
Company seeks individuals for Managers to
work Spec* Events and leitivare Growth
potential unamrted Some travel reourred Great
opportunity and lun lor Studente and
Graduehng Seniors For interview cal Mr ol
Mrs
Waber (Cleveland. Ohio)
1-216-234-1611
Need energetic, ethuslastic. and caring people
lo sal the Nanon'a No 1 hearth products. You
are reading the opportunity ol YOUR lifetime
Cal 352-0511 for Interview
Now taking appacatlona ft hiring energetic,
hardworking lor bar poerlona and floor positions
at Buttons Appfy darly after 6pm except Mondays
Programmer $22-27.000 per year
H»ing now. cal today
1-471-1440 Job Exchange
Only lee $65 00-adv -k)b into
Pubac Reranona Dkector
$26.632-31.032 par year cal loday
1-471 -1440 Job Exchange
Only fee $65 00-adv job mio

FOR SALE
'77 Mustang New area, new brakes
radaaor Oral buy-Cal 353 6205

new

•A-a-eme Lorn- University approved Eaay to
eeeembie Excessnt condMon sturdyi '(76*
2-6112.
1073rjUDr«s>l>8Cant«artTMev8.ak black
on whrte Tree U the K> Rate. Don I rrats it
S1200 or beat offer 364-6603. Qua
1074 Buck Opal FM etereo. caaaelM $400
Rune wet. atHe rust Cal Tom 372 1037
1074 CUTLASS GOOD (XjreWriON--M'JST
SELL" $326 OR BEST OFFER CALL DIANE
AT 362-2260-TOOAY.
1074 Porsche 014 2 0 Her 1 owner GoOd
conrJaon $3500 neoonatjta 352 4236
1076 Honda CB 360 Eaceeent condition
$475 Must sat Cal 352 4208

CLEVELANO AREA RESIDENTS
Ful tkna summer hato wanted
$7 25 lo start Several Openings
Al mators consoerod
Interviews held Friday May
0. 10.1 12 Cal
785-0015
Toledo's neweat nlghtcajb restaurant wants
your experience DJ s wart stall, kitchen help.
bartenders a floorwafcera Apply kl parson
Glass City OoardwaX. 27820 E Broadway.
Mosne. OH. 43485 838 7825
ACTIVISTS
SUMMER JOtS
The Ohio Pubic Interest Campaign. Oho s
targeet A moat successlul consumer $ en
vxonmental lobby has numeroue summer a fuertme positlona evaaaMa Seeking energetic
woman ft man tntareelod In working lor environmental protection-control ol toxic hazards
A rneuranoe ft uttty rate reform. $180 wk to
Marl Cal 241-0093 lor Interview app't
Noon-5pm M-F
Craiaaand Area ttudstm
Summer ob opportunity at Tangtewood Country
Club Contact Jim Wormak 12181 543-7010
Food Servers
Victor's Waterfront Cafe
now accepting aposcattons for
hj ft pt -tkne rood servers
Apply at cur office building
4010 Corumbue Ava. Sandusky, OH 44870
or Phone 628-6267

COULD YOU USE 14000
WE HAD A GOOD TIME ft A GREAT EXPERIENCE LAST SUMMER AND THE
MONEY OIONT HURT STILL LOOKING FOR A
FEW HARD WORKERS CALL ANY ONE OF
US FOR DETAILS TOM ROSSt-352 6429
BRENDAN COAKIEV 352-6099
SUE
DESANTO-352-69 15
JIM
GERBUS-353-3605
DEB
OuCKER-353-7206
FACTORY WORKER SI.OO-HOUr)
CAU TODAY, NOW HIRINQ
I 471 1440 Job Exchange
Only lee $65 00-adv -Job Info
Movers and ShakeraMI
aatrasastlOR Meeting Tonight
7 00pm-2nd floor Student Services K you are
ntereeled ft lam not Heed out an appecatUn.
you must attend the} meehng"
Want to aee the Ug Apple?
rm a 1065 BG Grad wnoae year aa a Mothers
Hatpar kl the New York area a up II you're in.
loreated In being my replacement cat Mary
rat 014-236-5266

1078 Honda CB 550-4 cytnder. 3600 miss,
perfect corirjtron, crash bars ft srasy bar. Make
ofter Muatsal 352 8015 alter 6
1062 Yameha Sac* 550 4300 mess Bete la
brand new Must See! First $1000 364-6803.
Qua
1983 Suzuki
3.300 make
362-7264

GH 650 Bought new 5 85
Excessnt shape Best ofler

3 toot dorm-aura refrigerator wrrh working
freezer Exceeerrl condrtlon $126 Ask lor
Elzabeth or Kathy 372-3573.
3-man lent $20. Rosengol x-oounlry ska wim
boots-price negotwbte Cal Ann Made at
364-6343 tor more Info
-

60 w. stereo apaakera. $40 pax
Futon bed. $20
Cal MM 352-0383
76 Triumph SptftYe
Convertible Good condition.
beat offer 364-7400

A frame tori wrm carpeted rxleboerds $80 00
or best oner Pteese cal Shety al 352 8321 or
372-4742
Baby Ferrela
$30 00 each
Phone 686-7452

-HOUSE FOB RENT - 304 E. Court St, 1
upetars apt -2 bedroom; 1 Juwireues apt -4
bedroom Reduced rent lor eummer Cal
1-626-1034

ItOCKLEDOE lauUtoai
1 l ililili.lurntahed
2 borma., 2 bat-

1 bdrm apta lor May ft August. Older home In
qua* iiratfrttorhood Some with fir spares 1 yr.
leese
$210-22000
362-6002
Crazy
schedule if no anawar days, cat after Opm.

Corner of 6* ft S Cotsge
Cal John 'laetova Reel Estate
364-2260

2 bedroom rurnrahed rrpartmerrta
Summer Leeaea Orvy
362-7464
2 bedroom lurnrahad apartments $500 aum
mer. xidudea free movw channel and central srr
3522863
2 bedroom lumiarted apartments
640 SMh Si $4604no plus sate
362-0467 between 12-4pm
2 bedroom unlunvehed apartments for summer
ft tal Summar rasta a ■■rat U. Cat 352-6622
2 WK»oom duplex lor isnt Summar 1066 130
Lehman Ava Graduate students watooma
352-4176

Larger than dorm sue refrigerator for sale Ex
I slant condition $80 00 Cal 353-1004
evenings

621 E. MERRY 2 bdrm turn 4 peraona. new
Orrenhauer ITraaeorrapra rates 2 unite aval
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
354 2260 or 352-8563
APARTMENT FOR RENT FOR SUMMER
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. SPACIOUS 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT CALL 364-8817
Apertmerrta tor Summer and Fel
Preferred Propertlee Co

Cal 352-9376
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN WANTS THIS APT., but
if you hurry, It could be yours' Cms 1 bdrm.,
avasebte June 1. a block from campua. rant
negotiable 372-2362 -day, 352-8359 nigM
CARTY RENTALS
Apts -Houses Roome
Summer RentaSs-3 mo
Phone 352-7385
Carty Rentals
2 bdrm apt tor 3-4 students
1 bdrm house, 12 mo lease starting In May
Phone 362-7365

Eltoency Now Renting for Fal
1 or 2 semester lease, tufty tumlehed
al utrmes paid including color TV.
wrm cable $285 month Phone
364-3182 or 362-1620 Evanrnga

ONKYO TURNTABLE. LARGE WICKER
CHAIR, FOR SALE CALL AFTER 5 FOR INFORMATION AMY 354-6237

Houses ft Apts lor 86-87 school year
Smith Boggs Rentals Offloe 632 ManvrTra. rear
352-0457 between 12-4.

PIONEER 60 WATT RECEIVER AND SONY
TAPE DECK BOTH IN EXCELLENT CONDI
TK>N $100 00 352-7916

Need suhteesers lor Summer Very reasonable
wl pay security depoeil Cm Mary or Jus*
353-2224

Reesatlc AM FM stereo cassette recorder
system, $45 Ok) Regent bike. $40 Pilose
negotiable Cal 354-2407
Stereo carjmet Evenings 362-1220
SUSPENDED LOFT-ISO.00 NOW IN
RODfJERS. EASY SET UP STAINED AND
FIREPROOFED MUST SEEI A REAL STEAL'
CALL 2-1763

FOR RENT

Party Room
Cal 362-0378

Two bedroom apartmertu r'saaMS tor Fel
I 362-0164.

Cozy Huuaalnlli tor rent thta summer Pertect
tor tan. $450 tots), no utsaee Furraahed
Located 3rd 4 Manvae 364-3000.

Two bedroom lumrahed apta. tor Fel
362-2663

Furnlahed epertmenl 1 or 2 persona AC
AvaisMa May 16. CU 384-1723 evenings
•2 BEDROOM FURN ft UNFURN •
•PRtVATE SLEEPING ROOMS'
Mator UtWaa ft Catna TV Fum
One halt Block Off Campus
CALL TOM
Men -Frt. 7 AM Noon 362-4673
Evening S wkend 362-1800
USING S C U MODEL LEASE

Furraahed lower duplex tor 4.
Fumrehed upper duptai tor 3.
Summer ft Fa*
Phone 362-0639
Val-Manor Apartments
Vacancy tor Fat. 4 gtrta atudents Moe
accommodstlont quiet piece to study
352-2858

5 bedroom house near campus
FOR SUMMER
362-5822

For Sale Stereo $275. one bed tot) $35.
couch $15 Cal Tracy 372 2091. after 6 Cal
354-6902.
HOCKEY EQUIP
Cooper Shin
Guards
$35 00
Bauer Skates
(Huggersl-$30 00 Couch, great for dorm
room (6' long, high back), comlonable £«.
coop 35 00. nag Cal 372-3071

SLIMMER RENTALS
1 ft 2 or. turn, apts on 3rd St. "HEE AJR CONOITrONrNO, water, sewer, etc Reduced rate*
VERY REA80NABU
FAa-SfWNG 86-67
2 bt. unHa at 800 3rd St ft 824 8m St. Owner
payalorACon3rdStandfor water, sewer *
heal bom locaaona Limited Openkiga
Cef 362-6163 rjays. 362-4066 evae

Thurstxi Manor Apartments
Fuly Carpeted. Ak <*>ndltloned
Cable TV. Furrxehed Efllckancy I
Laundry F scenes Applications lor
Summer and Fal at 461 Trmrsrm Ava
Across from Offenhauer Towers
362-5435

Sublet apt (summerl-ctoee. cheap, no utJ Cal
Jacqule 353 4 737 or stop at 860 Scott
Hrsmaton Apt. 2.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
MitrfJ b) I rudr MkhrI Jaffc
ACHOS*
1 Ctrtamty
5 Son of LMh
9 M*Qn.tiiO«
13 ConoaKmng
14 Ptswmak or
Spatsky
15 Btograpntv
LuOwtg
16 Tu'boWrvc*
18 Atias •mr»s
19 Ottant
raiativat.
sofnatimas
21 DC VIP
22 — Itvoal
23 Fury quaan
25 Mo«sa cooa tw
27 Resto'ad
boitdtng
32 Siifl'bats
34 Var luhar
37 ACKJ Comb

ton.

36 Country singing
group
41 Pago Pago s
local*
42 ADba of Urial
43 Mixture
44 State ol NE
India
45 — 84KJUitu'
47 Shnvar of
tennis
46 - Ababa
52 -was
saying
54 40s pop
s.nging
group
60 Aroma
61 Orrjerly
62 FOR s poocn
63 Fabgutf
64 Apollo S mother
65 Amphibian
66 Riser pan
67 Being Lai

5 Penatntng to
the seacoast
6 Rear
7 Sunshade
8 Put forth
9 Large truck
10 -old
cowhand
11 Speeds
12 They loop the
Loop
14 Gram container
17 Mamory
20 SardineliRe fish
23 Church service
m Latin
24 Wa can — .1
there were a
God w jamas
26 Mimic
28 Reverberate
29 Snoamaker s
supplies
30 Entrance COUfIS
31 - buddy
33 Graak portico
35 Recede

36 Move from
truck to
tram, a g
39 Truman a
hometown
40 Yotto
46 NYSE S cous-n
49 Besides m
Barcelona
50 Resided

51
53
54
55
56
57
58

Fibar plant
Fence crossing
Jewish month
— contandafe
Kind Of rice
Charged atom
P-eO Pipe-s
fokowers
59 Black thorn
60 On hokday

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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OUR BOOK BUY BACK HAS BEGUN!
We pay top prices for used texts. We also pay top
wholesale prices for current editions of books no
longer being used on campus. Please do not wait
until next fall; the demand falls throughout the
summer.
WE ANTICIPATE THE BIGGEST BUY BACK
IN THE STORE'S HISTORY! STOP IN AND SEE US!
The staff at SBX would like to thank the faculty
& students of B.G.S.U. for your continued patronage
and hope your summer is enjoyable.
Don't forget: we're a wholesaler too.

HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT
530 E. Wooster
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STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE

Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30
Sat.
9-5
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